125 mm Cobra®: Professional Quality in Miniature Size.

Minimum Size. Maximum Quality.

125 mm Cobra®: Professional Quality in Miniature Size.

- professional tool for fine mechanical applications
- same quality and features as all Cobra® pliers
- small size, large gripping capacity up to 27 mm
- 13 adjustment positions for comfortable handling
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KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany
As a fully fledged professional tool, the 125 mm Cobra® has all the quality and functional features the large Cobra® pliers have.

With 125 mm in length, it grips 27 mm and is easy to use even on workpieces in very confined areas.

The smallest high-tech water pump pliers ever made can be used in many different ways, for example in electro-pneumatics and precision mechanics or for assembling furniture and their fittings.

**Applicable**
- in industry e.g. electropneumatics, precision mechanics
- in various trades e.g. assembly of furniture and fittings
- in hobbies e.g. model building, handicrafts
- in sport and leisure e.g. bicycles and motorcycles
- in the home and garden

**125 mm of finest KNIPEX quality.**
- improved accessibility in very confined areas
- fast adjustment by pushing a button, directly on the workpiece
- box joint design for high stability (double guide)
- secure catching of the hinge bolt prevents any unintentional shifting
- gripping surfaces with specially hardened teeth (approx. 61 HRC)
- self-locking prevents the pliers slipping on the workpiece
- guard protects operators' fingers being pinched
- chrome vanadium electric steel, forged, oil-hardened

**Minimum size – maximum performance:** the 125 mm Cobra® offers the same quality and functional features as the large Cobra® pliers.

**125 mm long and 85 g light:** this very small Cobra® is a professional tool for fine applications in industry and various trades, hobbies and leisure activities.

The pliers for all situations: the 125 mm Cobra® fits into any pocket and can be used in many different ways.